Village Lighting - My Take
Village Lighting started when I was a kid with Plasticville
Buildings, which is all that we had to populate our
villages. I used Christmas tree lights to illuminate these
buildings. Then Department 56 came along with their line
of model buildings with lighting like night lights. This
lighting worked well and is still used widely today among
D56 collectors.

Department 56 Building Light

Today there are several innovative systems to light our
buildings. However, I am old school and prefer the tried
and true D56 system of lighting. I made one simple
change, the light bulbs. I found Meridian C7 LED bulbs in

warm white that are without a doubt, the best bulb
product I have used for D56 buildings. They are cool to
the touch, are a tad brighter than D56 bulbs (which I
personally like) and seem to last forever.
We have the Snowy Pines Village installed on a shelf in
our kitchen. For two years, the lights have been on all the
time, and not one bulb has failed.

Warm White

Next comes street lighting. The train folks have
historically done a much better job in this regard
compared to D56. Train accessory lights have more
detail, better scaled to our villages, and the lighting is far
superior to D56 products. I use two styles on our model
railroad, the all-metal Gooseneck style and the more
common lamp post.

Gooseneck Street Lights

Lamp Post Lights

Building lighting and streetlights were about it for many
years. Then LED’s became available in a variety of styles
and uses. This innovation is a total game-changer. My
favorites are the string lights that are available in a
variety of lengths and have options between cool white
(good for bridges), warm white, and colored. These LED’s
can take an average looking layout and change it into
something very special.

Bridge Lighting

How do I use them? Many of us use D56 trees in our
displays. Take the brush style trees, wrap them with
LED’s and they come alive. Same thing with Pole Pine
Trees. Then there are buildings/structures. I use LED
string lights to outline buildings. I converted the CIC
Town Hall and made it the Clock Tower Building for our
North Pole/Polar Express layout. It now looks like a
building for the Polar Express movie.

Clock Tower Building

Some of us have the St. Marks Cathedral. Beautiful
building, but it lights poorly. I use LED Mega Lights to
light the towers, what a difference.

St. Marks Cathedral

This column is about trains & D56. I have often said
these two hobbies have so much in common.

Lighting is a perfect example.

Northern Lights

